Excluding the Mental Illness session, did you feel any of the other three were particularly more valuable than others?

How did you feel about the value of the visit to Chicago?

How did you feel about the value of the POP session?

(Please see the reverse side to continue)
Overall, how much more beneficial was this program in comparison to being required to attend one of the regular one-week Chief’s Leadership sessions (with chiefs from all agency sizes). Stated differently, was this special Major Cities program worth the expenditure of LEMIT funds?

Other topics?

Other comments?

Should we expand allowable attendees to include your assistant (deputy) chiefs?
Would you like to include one or two sessions that involve visits to out-of-state major cities, i.e., sessions like the Chicago trip but elsewhere?

Comments:

Should we expand the number of invited chiefs beyond the “Big Six”, e.g., any chief of a jurisdiction > 100,000 population?

Comments:

Would you like to include more sessions involving Michael Scott of the POP Center and exemplary POP programs?

Comments: